
GREATNESS
COMES

FROM WITHIN



Help LAU expand
its community of achievers.

Ensure your university
stays strong,

and raise the stature
of your degree
to new heights.



Message from the President

Dear Alumni,

Your Alma Mater is so proud of you. LAU is now at the 

forefront of institutions of higher education thanks to your 

achievements and loyalty. We are inspired by your example 

to do our utmost to provide deserving students with an 

education that is second to none, regardless of their financial 

means.

The path to their success entails so many components, 

including offering them adequate financial aid so they can 

join LAU and earn a degree. It also requires providing the best 

facilities to learn and experiment and agile curriculum that 

is constantly updated to match our quickly changing world. 

Fortunately, we are rising up to the challenge, but we can do 

so much more if we join forces with you, as key members of 

the LAU family.

Indeed, giving our students the very best requires escalating 

resources. It also requires that we unite as a community to 

uphold the LAU education and experience that has helped so 

many achieve unimaginable successes. Therefore, we kindly 

call on you to be a part of this cause and join likeminded 

alumni to pledge support to your university and become part 

of the Alum 500 initiative.

Gratefully yours,

Joseph G. Jabbra, Ph.D.

LAU ALUM 500
ENABLING BRILLIANCE
UPHOLDING DISTINCTION



LAU is always working to further its distinguished position in higher education. In fact, this 

positioning is one of the many reasons our degrees are so valuable. It helps new graduates 

and previous ones alike when our university is excelling. Whether it facilitates collaborations, 

increases research possibilities, helps students land internships, and opens doors for 

graduates to secure jobs and lead successful careers, the university being at the vanguard of 

higher education and reaching new heights benefit everyone. The fact that LAU now figures 

so prominently on both the QS World University Rankings and the Times Higher Education 

(THE) World University Rankings speaks for itself.

In today’s Fourth Industrial Revolution, LAU cannot uphold its high educational standards and 

the value of an LAU degree without reshaping itself to maintain its position as an academic 

leader in a highly competitive higher education arena. Much has been accomplished, 

including introducing Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) to our pedagogical 

techniques, establishing the Makhzoumi Innovation Center to encourage invention and 

entrepreneurship, integrating AI and data analytics in our curriculum, employing 3-D 

technology at LAU Medical Center–Rizk Hospital, opening a state-of-the-art library on Byblos 

campus and building a seven-floor engineering research center featuring dozens of labs, 

workshops, and hands-on learning spaces, among others. 

While we have made admirable progress towards meeting this challenge, we know we can 

do so much more with the full support of our community, especially alumni like you. You are 

a part of LAU, as much as LAU is a part of your life. In many ways, the university’s reputation 

rests on its alumni.

An annual gift of $500 grants you access into Alum 500, a prestigious group of likeminded 

alumni committed to the future of the university, and the youth of our nation and that of 

the region. This select group’s pride and advocacy for LAU is a true inspiration to others. 

Individuals among Alum 500 value their LAU education and student experience and 

seek to help the university keep up with changing times as well as support deserving yet 

economically disadvantaged students so they can access LAU and benefit in a similar way.

Members of Alum 500 are standard-bearers and guardians who demonstrate a 

philanthropic commitment at leadership giving levels to provide more opportunities for 

deserving students and contribute to the university’s prosperity.

FUTURE
PERSPECTIVE

ALUM 500



The cost of providing a quality education has been significantly rising, with tuition fees unable to come close 

to meeting them. At the same time, increasing tuition fees to keep them on par with the mounting cost of 

education would make them unaffordable to most families. This is why continuous support from our alumni 

becomes a necessity and a major source to make up the balance.

LAU has been increasing its annual financial aid budget. Last year, the university was able to provide financial 

aid and merit scholarships to more than 50% of its students, allocating around 25% of its annual operating 

budget for that purpose. 

However, despite the $40 million disbursed to students in 2019, more resources are needed as the number 

of students applying for financial aid increases every year because of the difficult socioeconomic conditions in 

Lebanon and the region.

WHY LAU
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT

MERIT
SCHOLARSHIPS

NEED-BASED
FINANCIAL
AID

Applicants

Recipients

Recipients 853 953 871 1,003 1,093 1,262 1.413



The stature of an LAU degree, past and future, depends in no small measure on the caliber of the present 

student body and the current endeavors of the university.

With this in mind, the university works hard to not only attract the best and brightest, but ensure that 

each and every one of them have the resources to take their place at the institution through scholarships 

and financial aid. This forges a common thread of success and distinction for LAU, which our graduates 

demonstrate clearly through their work and achievements. 

These graduates are examples of deserving students who received financial aid to be able to pursue their 

studies at LAU and went on to achieve success.

an LAU President Award recipient 

for academic excellence and 

leadership skills, earned a 

doctorate in Chemical Biology from 

the University of Oxford, where 

she is now a junior research fellow 

co-supervising students as well as 

teaching and conducting research.

She recently landed a spot in the 

Science and Healthcare category 

of the 2019 Forbes 30 Under 30 

European list.

has been assuming the helm as executive chairman 

of Macquarie Capital, the investment banking arm of 

Macquarie Group, a leading Australian bank, and is 

currently in transition to his new challenge. Prior to his work 

at Macquarie Capital, he spent more than a decade at 

Deloitte Middle East where he rose to Partner.

His achievements earned him a spot in the 2018 Forbes 

Top 100 Executives in the Arab World list.

In addition to making an impact in his industry, Moukahal 

is giving back to his community through the establishment 

of Z. Moukahal Foundation, a charitable organization 

supporting more than 70 students in Lebanon.

INVESTING
IN THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST

MARTINE 
ABBOUD
[BS 

,
13]

WISSAM 
MOUKAHAL
[BS 

,
95]



Your annual gift of $500 will play a critical role in limiting tuition increases 

and in supporting key initiatives at LAU.

You have the option of making it in monthly installments of $42 or 

quarterly installments of $125, with the convenience of automatic renewal.

It will also grant you access to Alum 500!

You can make your

contribution online at:

giving.lau.edu/alum-500-form

You can also make your 

contribution by using the

enclosed Alum 500 gift form.

You will be making a massive 

impact and bettering the lives

of students at LAU.

The following table shows Alum 

500 gifts needed to cover one 

annual tuition per school.

* The number of gifts is based on having 
the graduate student complete the degree 
program in two years, except for the PharmD 
(one year) and the MD (four years).

MAKING
A GIFT

IMPACT

1 2

School Undergraduate Graduate *

Nursing 28

Arts & Sciences 34 or 38 24 or 25

Business 40 27 or 35

Architecture & Design 41 26

Engineering 41 27

Pharmacy 44 28

Pharmacy - PharmD 53

Medicine 68



Recognizing and highlighting the efforts of our 
most valued supporters — Alum 500 members — 
is important to LAU.

Honoring these philanthropic leaders will include:

• Special Alum 500 events and programs

• Acknowledgement in annual LAU PRESIDENT’S REPORTS 

  and LAU CONTRIBUTORS REPORTS

• Recognition on digital wall of honor to be placed in the   

  Beirut and Byblos campuses.

We also look forward to providing updates on progress and 

reporting on the impact of Alum 500’s contributions.

For more information, please contact

Mr. Ghandi Fala, Lead Director of Annual Fund.

Development Office, Irwin Hall, 2nd floor

E   ghandi.fala@lau.edu.lb

T   +961-1-786 456 ext. 1986 or 1323

M  +961-3-854 572

W giving.lau.edu.lb/alum500

#LAUalum500

ROLE MODELS
FOR THE LAU
COMMUNITY

JOIN YOUR
FELLOW ALUMNI
AND MAKE
A DIFFERENCE


